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Travel Michigan’s coast—and into the state’s history—with otherworldly tales of the spirits of those who sought to keep its waters
safe. Michigan has more lighthouses than any other state, with more than 120 dotting its expansive Great Lakes shoreline. Many
of these lighthouses lay claim to haunted happenings. Former keepers like the cigar-smoking Captain Townshend at Seul Choix
Point and prankster John Herman at Waugoshance Shoal near Mackinaw City maintain their watch long after death ended their
duties. At White River Light Station in Whitehall, Sarah Robinson still keeps a clean and tidy house, and a mysterious young girl at
the Marquette Harbor Lighthouse seeks out other children and female companions. Countless spirits remain between Whitefish
Point and Point Iroquois in an area well known for its many tragic shipwrecks. Join author and Promote Michigan founder Dianna
Stampfler as she recounts the tales from Michigan’s ghostly beacons. “Haunting tales of Michigan’s lighthouses . . . Her stories
come from lighthouse museums, friends and family.”—Great Lakes Echo
Abbie was afraid. She had never had to keep the lights burning by herself. But many lives depended on the lighthouse, and Papa
was depending on Abbie. This is the exciting true story of Abbie Burgess, who in 1856 single-handedly kept the lighthouse lamps
lit during a tremendous storm off the coast of Maine.
Inspired by a haunting true story, a gorgeous and atmospheric novel about the mysterious disappearance of three lighthouse
keepers from a remote tower miles from the Cornish coast--and about the wives who were left behind What strange fate befell
these doomed men? The heavy sea whispers their names. Black rocks roll beneath the surface, drowning ghosts. And out of the
swell like a finger of light, the salt-scratched tower stands lonely and magnificent. It's New Year's Eve, 1972, when a boat pulls up
to the Maiden Rock lighthouse with relief for the keepers. But no one greets them. When the entrance door, locked from the
inside, is battered down, rescuers find an empty tower. A table is laid for a meal not eaten. The Principal Keeper's weather log
describes a storm raging round the tower, but the skies have been clear all week. And the clocks have all stopped at 8:45. Two
decades later, the wives who were left behind are visited by a writer who is determined to find the truth about the men's
disappearance. Moving between the women's stories and the men's last weeks together in the lighthouse, long-held secrets
surface and truths twist into lies as we piece together what happened, why, and who to believe. In her riveting and suspenseful
novel, Emma Stonex writes a story of isolation and obsession, of reality and illusion, and of what it takes to keep the light burning
when all else is swallowed by dark.
A detailed and comprehensive account of the engineering of the world’s first nonimaging Fresnel lens solar concentrator. The
book closes a gap in solar concentrator design, and describes nonimaging refractive optics and its numerical mathematics. The
book shows the reader how to find his or her own optical solution using the rules and methodologies covering the design and the
assessment of the nonimaging lens.
The sheer beauty of the elegant, lonely lighthouses along our shores — and their unspoiled, scenic natural settings — has
captivated our collective imagination. More than simply picturesque, the lighthouse has become an enduring symbol of salvation,
fortitude, and heroic folklore. The Ultimate Lighthouse Book is a panoramic, lavishly illustrated history of these legendary
buildings and celebrates the rich heritage of our ancestors’ courageous efforts to guide mariners through treacherous seas and
storms. Over 200 color photographs are featured in this fully revised, expanded and updated edition.
The Great Lakes, with the rivers, canals, and channels that connect them, form one of the busiest waterways in the world.
Lighthouses were needed to secure the safety of ships over these freshwater seas. But over the hundreds of years since the first
lighthouse was established on the Great Lakes in 1781, these structures have come to represent something beyond their initial
navigational function. Often situated on remote and beautiful shorelines, lighthouses hold a special fascination for people, serving
as symbols of courage, perseverance, safety, and comfort. B is for Beacon: A Great Lakes Lighthouse Alphabet uses poetry and
expository text in this alphabetical exploration of the history of lighthouses on the Great Lakes, detailing famous structures, local
lore, as well as notable moments in Great Lakes history.
For centuries the seas around Scotland were notorious for shipwrecks. Mariners' only aids were skill, luck, and single coal-fire light
on the east coast, which was usually extinguished by rain. In 1786 the Northern Lighthouse Trust was established, with Robert
Stevenson appointed as chief engineer a few years later. In this engrossing book, Bella Bathhurst reveals that the Stevensons not
only supervised the construction of the lighthouses under often desperate conditions but also perfected a design of precisely
chiseled interlocking granite blocks that would withstand the enormous waves that batter these stone pillars. The same
Stevensons also developed the lamps and lenses of the lights themselves, which "sent a gleam across the wave" and prevented
countless ships from being lost at sea. While it is the writing of Robert Louis Stevenson that brought fame to the family name, this
mesmerizing account shows how his extraordinary ancestors changed the shape of the Scotland coast against incredible odds and
with remarkable technical ingenuity.
A beloved picture book from two-time Caldecott Medal award-winner Sophie Blackall that transports readers to the seaside in
timeless, nautical splendor! Watch the days and seasons pass as the wind blows, the fog rolls in, and icebergs drift by. Outside,
there is water all around. Inside, the daily life of a lighthouse keeper and his family unfolds as the keeper boils water for tea, lights
the lamp's wick, and writes every detail in his logbook. Step back in time and through the door of this iconic lighthouse into a cozy
dollhouse-like interior with the extraordinary award-winning artist Sophie Blackall.

On September 14, 1716, Boston Light became the first lighthouse established in Colonial America. With many ships floundering in
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the treacherous waters of the Massachusetts harbor, there was a great need for navigational aid. At night and during storms, it
was difficult to discern the entrance to the main shipping channel of Nantasket Roads, situated between the Brewster islands and
the town of Hull. The ledges had become a graveyard for ships, resulting in great loss to human life and cargo—a deterrent to
European colonization efforts. Ship captains and merchants petitioned the colonial government for a lighthouse to be erected on
Little Brewster Island as a way of safe passage to the inner harbor. Three hundred years later, Boston Light continues to serve its
purpose. Today, the lighthouse is protected by an ever-present Coast Guard civilian keeper and a cadre of specially trained Coast
Guard Auxiliary volunteer assistant keepers.
Their Eyes Were Watching God is a 1937 novel by African-American writer Zora Neale Hurston. It is considered a classic of the
Harlem Renaissance of the 1920s, and it is likely Hurston's best known work.

What really happened to the mysteriously vanished lighthouse keepers—a true story, evocative of The ShiningOn December 26,
1900, the vessel Hesperus arrived at Eilean Mor in the remote Outer Hebrides with relief lighthouse men and fresh provisions.
Staffed by three keepers, the lighthouse had been in operation for a year, but no light had been seen from Eilean Mor for 10 days.
Upon arrival, the superintendent, Robert Muirhead, found the lighthouse to be completely deserted, and a subsequent search of
the surrounding island failed to show any sign of what happened to the keepers. The last entry in the lighthouse logbook had been
made on December 15, and contained a number of strange and distressing entries that offered clues as to the mental state of the
men. One was reported to have been crying, while another had become "very quiet." When it was revealed that the men's oilskin
coats were missing and the clock in the lighthouse had stopped, inevitable theories surrounding the keepers' fates were soon put
forward. These included a giant wave washing them away, murder and suicide by the men themselves, and more esoteric
explanations, as Eilean Mor was believed to have mystical properties. This book explores this mysterious and chilling story in
depth for the first time and reveals a shocking conclusion.
"Jean Pendziwol’s beautifully written novel captured me from the very first page. Its descriptions of the windswept lightkeeper’s
station of Elizabeth’s and Emily’s youth are so crisply rendered I felt I was standing on its shores watching the great ships cross
the stormy waters of Lake Superior. Even more than its vivid evocation of a unique time and place, The LightKeeper's Daughters
is a sensitive and moving examination of the nature of identity, the importance of family, and the possibility of second
chances."—Heather Young, author of The Lose Girls With the haunting atmosphere and emotional power of The Language of
Flowers, Orphan Train, and The Light Between Oceans, critically acclaimed children’s author Jean E. Pendziwol’s adult debut is an
affecting story of family, identity, and art that involves a decades-old mystery. Though her mind is still sharp, Elizabeth’s eyes
have failed. No longer able to linger over her beloved books or gaze at the paintings that move her spirit, she fills the void with
music and memories of her family, especially her beloved twin sister, Emily. When her late father’s journals are discovered after
an accident, the past suddenly becomes all too present. With the help of Morgan, a delinquent teenager performing community
service at her senior home, Elizabeth goes through the diaries, a journey through time that brings the two women closer together.
Entry by entry, these unlikely friends are drawn deep into a world far removed from their own, to Porphyry Island on Lake
Superior, where Elizabeth’s father manned the lighthouse and raised his young family seventy years before. As the words on
these musty pages come alive, Elizabeth and Morgan begin to realize that their fates are connected to the isolated island in ways
they never dreamed. While the discovery of Morgan’s connection sheds light onto her own family mysteries, the faded pages of
the journals will shake the foundation of everything Elizabeth thinks she knows and bring the secrets of the past into the light.
A chronicle of the lives of several British lighthouse keepers and their families, revealing the reason for their solitary career.

When her father's return to a Maine lighthouse is delayed by a severe storm, Miranda must keep the light going despite brutal
weather and her own illness.
"After spending sufficient time inside a lighthouse, who wouldn't begin to hear a song in the sound of the machinery, a voice in
the wind or the waves?" Far from home, in the confines of a dim New York apartment where the oppressive skyscrapers further
isolate her, Jazmina Barrera takes the reader on a tour of her lighthouses--those structures whose message is "first and foremost,
that human beings are here." Starting with Robert Louis Stevenson's grandfather, an engineer charged with illuminating the
Scottish coastline, On Lighthouses takes readers on an artful tour of lighthouses from the Spanish to the Oregon coasts and those
in the works of Virginia Woolf, Edgar Allan Poe, Ingmar Bergman, and many others. In trying to "collect" lighthouses by
obsessively describing them, Barrera begins to question the nature of writing, collecting, and how, by staring so intently at one
thing we are only trying to avoid others. Equal parts personal memoir and literary history, On Lighthouses takes the reader on a
desperate flight from raging sea to cold stone--from a hopeless isolation to a meaningful one--concluding at last in a place of
peace: the home of a selfless, guiding light.
A children's ABC with information on Maine lighthouses, including a fun ditty and illustrations for each letter, a photograph of an
accompanying lighthouse for each letter, and in-depth back matter for older children and adults about lighthouse history, visiting
lighthouses and more.
Dawn Conners’s parents are famous for finding historic treasures, but she has a knack for losing things—her job, her boyfriend,
and now, her reputation. Thanks to a mud-slinging expos�, Dawn’s late great-grandfather is assumed guilty of stealing silver
from a century-old shipwreck. Hoping to clear his name, Dawn returns to Starlight Cove, her idyllic hometown on Lake Michigan,
where the doomed vessel sleeps beneath the beam of a ramshackle lighthouse. Her plan: remodel and sell the lighthouse while
untangling the perplexing family mystery. Neither task is easy, especially once her well-meaning parents and the quirky
locals—including nautical researcher and Starlight Cove’s most eligible bachelor, Kip Whittaker—get involved. Despite their
attraction, Dawn is reluctant to trust Kip, or any of the close-knit townsfolk. But as she pieces together the truth, Dawn’s onceshuttered heart opens up. And if she’s willing, the lighthouse might guide her to a place she never expected to find, where the
past entwines with a bright new beginning.
From the East Coast to the West Coast, the Great Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico and Hawaiian Islands, this handsome book helps
explain the lure of lighthouses in the United States. Among the most recognized structures of the maritime world, these lonely
sentinels by the sea have long been the subject of paintings and photographs. Today they continue to capture public imagination
as Americans flock to their sites for visits and volunteer to help preserve these endangered structures. This book covers all
aspects of the subject, not only lighthouses and lightships but buoys, buoy tenders, fog signals, and their keepers. The work is as
rich in historical information as it is in rarely seen photographs, and fourteen maps guide readers to the exact locations of the
lighthouses. Readers are also treated to stories of shipwrecks and rescues, including the extraordinary story of Ida Lewis, head
keeper of the light at Lime Rock, Rhode Island, who rescued eighteen people from the sea.
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In 2007, Caroline Woodward was itching for a change. With an established career in book-selling and promotion, four books of her
own and having raised a son with her husband, Jeff, she yearned for adventure and to re-ignite her passion for writing. Jeff was
tired of piecing together low-paying part-time jobs and, with Caroline’s encouragement, applied for a position as a relief
lightkeeper on a remote North Pacific island. They endured lonely months of living apart, but the way of life rejuvenated Jeff and
inspired Caroline to contemplate serious shifts in order to accompany him. When a permanent position for a lighthouse keeper
became available, Caroline quit her job and joined Jeff on the lights. Caroline soon learned that the lighthouse-keeping life does
not consist of long, empty hours in which to write. The reality is hard physical labour, long stretches of isolation and the constant
threat of de-staffing. Beginning with a 3:30 a.m. weather report, the days are filled with maintaining the light station buildings,
sea sampling, radio communication, beach cleanup, wildlife encounters and everything in between. As for dangerous rescue
missions or dramatic shipwrecks—that kind of excitement is rare. “So far the only life I know I’ve saved is my own,” she says, with
her trademark dry wit. Yet Caroline is exhilarated by the scenic coastline with its drizzle and fog, seabirds and whales, and finds
time to grow a garden and, as anticipated, write. Told with eloquent introspection and an eye for detail, Light Years is the personal
account of a lighthouse keeper in twenty-first century British Columbia—an account that details Caroline’s endurance of extreme
climatic, interpersonal and medical challenges, as well as the practical and psychological aspects of living a happy, healthy, useful
and creative life in isolation.
A TERRIFYING MYSTERY OF THE SEA In December 1900, three lighthouse keepers vanished without trace from the remote Scottish
island of Eilean Mor. An emergency relief crew was sent to man the lighthouse. At the end of their month-long duty, they resigned
from their posts and never spoke of what they had experienced on the island. The mystery of Eilean Mor has never been solved.
Until now. In the present, a group of environmental researchers arrives on the island to observe the wildlife. While exploring the
lighthouse, now automated and deserted, one of the team discovers a manuscript written by one of the relief keepers, a man
named Alec Dalemore. As a sudden storm moves in, cutting off their escape, the researchers come to realise that Dalemore wrote
the manuscript as a warning to all the lighthouse keepers who would come after him. A warning of something on Eilean Mor and in
the surrounding ocean - something ancient and powerful, and strange beyond imagining
Abbie Burgess helps her father care for a lighthouse on a small island off the coast of Maine. Together they tend the lamps,
organize supplies, and watch the endless Atlantic waters. When Abbie’s mother becomes ill, her father must sail to the mainland
to find food and medicine. While her father is away a fierce winter storm descends, and Abbie must summon all her courage to
care for her ailing mother, comfort her frightened sisters, and keep the flames of the lighthouse burning. Abbie Against the Storm
is based on an actual incident that took place off the coast of Maine in the winter of 1856 and on a real young woman who rose to
the challenge of saving her family and countless sailors.
Henry loves living by the sea and helping to look after the lighthouse. But what will happen when the lighthouse keeper goes out?
Will Henry and his new friends be able to save the day? Part of the QED Storytime series, this beautifully illustrated book
introduces young children to the pleasures of reading and sharing stories, and includes supporting notes for parents and teachers.
Will Elliott is out of a job. The lighthouse he's been manning on Prince Albert Rock, off the wild Cornish coast, is about to become
automated. So Will decides to fulfil his lifelong ambition - to sail round the coastline of Britain. Determined to continue his solitary
existence, Will begins his preparations for his epic voyage. But before he has time to so much as paint his hull, he meets Amy Finn
- a beautiful artist and fellow loner. And as if that isn't distraction enough, suddenly his sleepy Cornish village is rocked by the
biggest scandal to hit Cornwall since Guenevere ran off with Launcelot. It seems as if Will will never get away, and even if he does
will his journey be solo or is there hope that he and Amy could be embarking on a two-man voyage of discovery?
A celebration of lighthouses in the United States explores notable buildings on both the Atlantic and Pacific coasts and along the
shores of the western Great Lakes
"A novel set on a remote Australian island, where a childless couple live quietly running a lighthouse, until a boat carrying a baby
washes ashore"-Describes the life of the man who invented a new lighthouse lens, capable of shining brighter, farther and more efficiently than
existing light sources, and his fight against the scientific elite, his poor health and the limits of his era's technology. 13,000 first
printing.
John Cook's ripping life story exposes Tasmania's old kero-fuelled lighthouses: relentless physically and emotionally demanding
labour, done under the often cruel vagaries of nature. Noble work that can ultimately redeem a lost soul. Or break them.'
MATTHEW EVANS I loved the life of the island, because I knew my body was more alive than it was on the mainland. People asked
how we stood the isolation and boredom, but in some ways, it was more stimulating to have your senses turned up. In Tasmania,
John Cook is known as 'The Keeper of the Flame'. As one of Australia's longest-serving lighthouse keepers, John spent 26 years
tending Tasmania's well-known kerosene 'lights' at Tasman Island, Maatsuyker Island and Bruny Island. From sleepless nights
keeping the lights alive, battling the wind and sea as they ripped at gutters and flooded stores, raising a joey, tending sheep and
keeping ducks and chickens, the life of a keeper was one of unexpected joy and heartbreak. But for John, nothing was more
heartbreaking than the introduction of electric lights, and the lighthouses that were left empty forever. Evocatively told, The Last
Lighthouse Keeper is a love story between a man and a dying way of life, as well as a celebration of wilderness and solitude.
Once there was a lighthouse keeper called Mr. Grinling. At night time he lived in a small white cottage perched high on the cliffs,
and in the daytime he rowed out to his lighthouse to clean and polish the light. The Lighthouse Inspectors have decided that it's
time for Mr Grinling to retire. But when a stranded whale desperately needs the Grinlings' help, the Lighthouse Inspectors realise
that Mr Grinling is still the best man for the job. The first Lighthouse Keeper story, THE LIGHTHOUSE KEEPER'S LUNCH, was
published over thirty years ago and his adventures have been loved by children ever since. It is now a modern picture book
classic.
"What Moby-Dick is to whales, Brilliant Beacons is to lighthouses—a transformative account of a familiar yet mystical subject."
—Laurence Bergreen, author of Columbus: The Four Voyages In this "magnificent compendium" (New Republic), best-selling
author Eric Jay Dolin presents the definitive history of American lighthouses, and in so doing "illuminate[s] the history of America
itself" (Entertainment Weekly). Treating readers to a memorable cast of characters and "fascinating anecdotes" (New York Review
of Books), Dolin shows how the story of the nation, from a regional backwater colony to global industrial power, can be illustrated
through its lighthouses—from New England to the Gulf of Mexico, the Great Lakes, the Pacific Coast, and all the way to Alaska and
Hawaii. A Captain and Classic Boat Best Nautical Book of 2016
A landmark novel of high modernism, the text, which centres on the Ramsays and their visits to the Isle of Skye in Scotland
between 1910 and 1920, skillfully manipulates temporal and psychological elements. To the Lighthouse follows and extends the
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tradition of modernist novelists like Marcel Proust and James Joyce, where the plot is secondary to philosophical introspection, and
the prose can be winding and hard to follow. The novel includes little dialogue and almost no action; most of it is written as
thoughts and observations. The novel recalls childhood emotions and highlights adult relationships. Among the book's many
tropes and themes are those of loss, subjectivity, and the problem of perception. To the Lighthouse is divided into three sections:
"The Window," "Time Passes," and "The Lighthouse." Each section is fragmented into stream-of-consciousness contributions from
various narrators. Adeline Virginia Woolf (née Stephen; 25 January 1882 – 28 March 1941) was an English writer who is considered
one of the foremost modernists of the twentieth century and a pioneer in the use of stream of consciousness as a narrative
device.
Lighthouses are striking totems of our relationship to the sea. For many, they encapsulate a romantic vision of solitary homes
amongst the waves, but their original purpose was much more utilitarian than that. Today we still depend upon their guiding lights
for the safe passage of ships. Nowhere is this truer than in the rock lighthouses of Great Britain and Ireland which form a ring of
twenty towers built between 1811 and 1904, so-called because they were constructed on desolate rock formations in the middle
of the sea, and made of granite to withstand the power of its waves. Seashaken Housesis a lyrical exploration of these singular
towers, the people who risked their lives building and rebuilding them, those that inhabited their circular rooms, and the ways in
which we value emblems of our history in a changing world.
A facsimile edition of the tattered notebooks of the Unknown Adventurer, this love letter to the wild details everything you need to
know about how to live and thrive in nature, from the principles of treehouse building to wilderness first aid. If you are reading
this, it means my notebooks have been found. I am leaving them here at camp for safekeeping along with a few other belongings
that I won’t be taking with me. The notebooks are a lifetime’s worth of knowledge, which I’m passing on the you. So reads an
excerpt from the weatherworn letter discovered by nature enthusiast Teddy Keen on a recent trip to the Amazon, along with
sketchbooks filled with details of extraordinary adventures and escapades, expedition advice, and survival methods, annotated
with captivating colored-pencil drawings. It is thought that the sketchbooks were created for two young relatives of the author.
Drawing on Teddy’s knowledge of the outdoors, the pages of the sketchbooks have been carefully transcribed for young readers,
as they were originally intended. You’ll be transported by riveting adventure tales from around the globe, like being dragged off
by a hyena in Botswana, surviving a Saharan dust storm, being woken by an intrepid emperor penguin in Antarctica, and coming
face-to-face with a venomous bushmaster (one of the most dangerous snakes on the planet)—all told in lyrical prose and
illustrations that wonder at the mysterious beauty of the wild. Having inspired the adventurous spirit in you, the Unknown
Adventurer encourages you to set out on your own adventure with information on wild camping, rafting, exploration, and shelters
and dens, plus tips on first aid and tying knots. Expert instructions on wilderness basics, like building a fire, what to do if you get
lost, and how to build various types of shelters are accompanied by more specific skills culled from many years of experience, like
baking campfire bread, creating a toothbrush from a twig, making a suture from soldier ants, and even how to pan for gold. Find
your way back to your primal self with the immersive text and glorious color artwork of this one-of-a-kind adventure book.
REMEMBER: be good, be adventurous…and look after your parents.
When Peter Hill, a student at Dundee College of Art, answered an advert in The Scotsman seeking lighthouse keepers, little did he
imagine that within a month he would be living with three men he didn't know in a lighthouse on Pladda, a small remote island off
the west coast of Scotland. Hill was nineteen, it was 1973 and, with his head fed by Vietnam, Zappa, Kerouac, Vonnegut,
Watergate and Coronation Street, he spent six months on various lighthouses, "keeping" with all manner of unusual and
fascinating people. Within thirty years this way of life was to have disappeared entirely. The resulting book is a charming and
beautifully written memoir that is not only a heartfelt lament for Hill's own youth and innocence but also for a simpler and more
honest age.
From The New York Times bestselling author of The Girl Who Came Home comes a historical novel inspired by true events, and
the extraordinary female lighthouse keepers of the past two hundred years. “They call me a heroine, but I am not deserving of
such accolades. I am just an ordinary young woman who did her duty.” 1838: Northumberland, England. Longstone Lighthouse on
the Farne Islands has been Grace Darling’s home for all of her twenty-two years. When she and her father rescue shipwreck
survivors in a furious storm, Grace becomes celebrated throughout England, the subject of poems, ballads, and plays. But far
more precious than her unsought fame is the friendship that develops between Grace and a visiting artist. Just as George
Emmerson captures Grace with his brushes, she in turn captures his heart. 1938: Newport, Rhode Island. Nineteen-years-old and
pregnant, Matilda Emmerson has been sent away from Ireland in disgrace. She is to stay with Harriet, a reclusive relative and
assistant lighthouse keeper, until her baby is born. A discarded, half-finished portrait opens a window into Matilda’s family history.
As a deadly hurricane approaches, two women, living a century apart, will be linked forever by their instinctive acts of courage
and love.
How can we tell one lighthouse from another? What does a lighthouse keeper do? Where are the most unusual lighthouses in the
world? Depart on an enchanting voyage with the school children in this book to discover the answers to these questions along
with other fascinating facts about lighthouses and how they work. A charming journey through the science and history of
lighthouses around the world.
Is God Just a Distant Concept? An Award-Winning Religion Correspondent is Convinced the Answer is No and Explores the Possible
Relationship with Our Creator Fox News Religion Correspondent Lauren Green uses her wealth of stories, vast network of contacts,
and her own extensive study of theology to take the reader on a unique journey of spiritual discovery. With few female authors
writing in the field of theology, Green provides an important perspective to all who wish to move closer to not only a deeper
relationship with God but an understanding of what makes that possible. Green gathers insight from some amazing guides along
the way, through personal conversations with some of the leading minds in the world on the topic of Christianity. These include:
Timothy Keller John Piper Alister McGrath William Lane Craig John Lennox Sir John Polkinghorne Amy Beckman Elizabeth Lev …
and many more Is God simply an accessory that we carry with us? Something similar to what we might download from a music
site to suit our personal tastes—a personal assistant in a way? Or is He His law, His structure, and His authoritative Word
contained in the Holy Scripture, an objective reality to which you daily shape your life? If we believe or know we should believe
that it’s the latter, how do we make this happen? How do we live joyfully under God’s will in a world so drenched in the will of
human desire? Lighthouse Faith explores the heart of the Christian doctrine and a pathway of perceiving God as an interactive
hands-on presence; a caring and loving being. The first commandment is a life-giving force loaded with information about the
world in which we live. This law stands atop the other nine commandments as a beacon of light, illuminating the created order,
just as a lighthouse lamp shines in a darkened space, heralding a way to safety.
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